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Introduction
In the middle of 2018, we're reminded of Charles Dickens' opening to
Tale of Two Cities, “it was the best of times, it was the worst of times.”
Beginning with the worst, the Trump Administration in 2017 has wrecked
havoc on working people, including women, people of color, youth, and
the environment. He has cruelly punished people by administrative fiat,
by deregulation and executive order, and by appointing federal judges
and administrators who by conventional standards of ethics are greedy,
cruel, and stand for the most backward sectors of the American ruling
class.
Meanwhile, while the mainstream media spends 24/7 on the news about
his sexual escapades, his stupid and contradictory statements, his pomposity, and his corruption, below the radar screen Congress passes tax
breaks for the superrich, authorizes historically high military expenditures, and chips away at the meager safety nets that keep millions of
Americans alive. Indeed, Mr. Dickens, these are the worst of times.
But signaling the best of times, millions of Americans have held meetings, organized fight-back campaigns, built single and multi-issue organizations and hit the streets to challenge racist, sexist, gun-totting
policies of this administration and its allies in most of the United States.
The mobilization by millions, led by women, immediately after inauguration day, in the Black Lives Matter campaign, in the efforts of immigrant
rights activists around the country responding to the cruelty of Trump's
persecution of those entering the United States, in the massive strikes
by teachers in several states not only about their wages and working
conditions but about the integrity of public educational institutions, and
the inspiration of Parkland kids and their allies in Chicago, New York,
and elsewhere who are demanding the right to attend schools without
fear of violence--all these are truly exciting developments.
On top of all this, there is a resurgence of progressivism, pridefully
identifying with democratic socialism, organizing everywhere, primarily
inspired by the Bernie Sanders campaign. And the left has seen a renaissance as well, particularly with the dramatic growth of the Democratic
Socialists of America. All these disparate campaigns have taken Sanders
mantra to heart: “Enough is enough.”
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The Committees of Correspondence for Democracy and Socialism (CCDS),
and its members all around the country is part of this upsurge. CCDS
has prioritized educational work-developing theoretical understanding
of the role of capitalism in the twenty-first century, linking economics,
politics, and consciousness. We do so to help chart the paths from the
avaricious capitalism of today to a path to democratic socialism. CCDS
organizes teleconferences, publishes electronic news materials such as
The Mobilizer and Left Links, and continues developing the innovative
Online University of the Left as a left unity project..
Finally, CCDS publishes this annual review, Dialogue & Initiative, which assembles articles on theory and practice by members and friends. D & I, it
is hoped, can serve as a discussion starter, a study group text, and as an
inspiration to reclaim our socialist traditions, adapting them to the twentyfirst century.
This issue has three sections. First, we publish a series of articles assessing the current state of the electoral process. We believe that elections matter. While not an immediate and direct path to revolutionary
change, at this point in history elections provide a critical tool in fighting
the right, saving the fundamental gains working people gained over the
last 75 years, and mobilizing the potential “next left,” Millennials and
Generation Z. A centerpiece of the analyses below is the struggle going
on in the Democratic Party and whether it can be an instrumentality of
progressivism or will continue to mimic neoliberal economic policies at
home and militarism overseas.
Second, we have assembled a series of articles that address the critical
issues working people face: sexism, racism, poverty, attacks on worker
rights, war and violence, and environmental degradation. Several of the
articles address fightback campaigns since issues and responses are inextricably linked. Often reports on individual struggles can give inspiration and wisdom to activists elsewhere as they are engaged in common
problems.
Finally, D & I, as always raises the issue of building a democratic socialism, arguing that achieving that vision is antithetical to capitalism. The
editors chose to highlight the 170-year anniversary of the publication of
The Communist Manifesto. Articles address its meaning and impacts in
1848 and what might remain relevant about its analysis today. Essays
juxtapose its vision of capitalism then and now with the possibilities of
working-class struggle to achieve a better future.
It is hoped that the many articles in this addition will serve as a modest contribution to the building of a democratic and socialist future. We
need it.
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ground zero
tolerance...a poem
they're like a chorus
the guard explained in spanish
sounds of warehoused kids
my mind drifts to cries
of my childhood ancestors
ripped away
at auction blocks ripped
away from screaming
mothers in turn ripped
away from the men
headed towards mississippi
louisiana alabama
where over time our screams
would be transformed
into music which we
merely appreciate while
others pay big monies to
pretend they're us
and the choruses of
screaming children repeat
themselves for the entertainment
of red cross investigators
at terezin and the noisy
gyms and cafeterias of our
public schools, holding pens
until we're old enough
to do the real thing behind
the bars of our time serving
those of four walls razor wire
those where we drink crazily
to the no tomorrow to
which we'll sing
berkeley ca
gary hicks

6-20-2018
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puh-leez don't say you didn't know
THE MEMO SAYS,
in all translations
in all traditions
the earth is the lord's
and all its fullness thereof
so come and tell me
who the hell you be
to come stomping
flying and invading
colonizing and fencing
like you own the
damn place? and
on top of all that
kidnapping my children
for crossing those
dumb lines you call
borders never authorized
by any higher power
that we know
THE MEMO ALSO SAYS
to your dumb-ass inability
to answer, and also
in all translations
and traditions........
FUCK YOU and the
horse you rode in on
and ride out of here
fast because those
who wrote THE MEMO
don't like land grabbers
kidnappers of children
plantation builders of
agrobiz or autos
and above all aggressors
now go on and ignore
THE MEMO and see
what happens next
in your ass whuppin'
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described in all translations
all traditions and coming
to manifest at a nightspot
towers named after
a card hand look alikes
in five-angled buildings
and mega churches
with titanic style
deck chairs to listen
comfortably to the preacher
sinking the ark
of your restrictive covenant.
berkeley ca 7-14-2018
gary hicks
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